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ZelaaPayAE is the brainchild of the now 23 year old Serial entrepreneur Sahil Arora
with a rock solid vision to shape the futuristic economy of United Arab Emirates by
implementing an idealistic inclusion of virtual assets, enabling micro-payments through
virtual assets and to onboard the vast and diverse people of the country into the era of
virtual assets that live on immutable public ledgers.

1. Transact seamlessly through Point Of Sale
Terminals that support Virtual Assets.
ZelaaPayAE empowers a new layer of transactional
possibilities through its partnership with leading
crypto-POS maker, Pundi Labs. This positions us to
deploy POS terminals to merchants all across Dubai at
a large scale and seamlessly enable consumers to
pay everyday in crypto to selected merchants.

2. Going beyond hardware utilities
Theoretically, scaling up POS terminals is pure plug and
play but economically it’s a costly affaire and requires a
hefty cash burn to facilitate in terms of acquisitions and
maintenance along with other logistics. Therefore at
present ZelaaPayAE is working with one of the largest and
leading payment processing network and debit card
issuer to produce prepaid virtual asset debit cards that
will make paying almost everywhere in the region with
crypto simpler as it will be a convergence of utilising
existing fiat accepting POS terminals to also accept crypto
from the consumer while imitating a regular transaction.

3. What’s Next from ZelaaPayAE
Dubai’s fin-tech industry is already over $2.5B in size
and the global fin-tech market is expected to grow at
a CAGR of 26.87%. ZelaaPayAE is aiming to onboard
over 100,000 merchants this fiscal year and is also
practically on the way to get accessibility to over
5,000,000 merchants across the region to implement
this ecosystem in.
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Asset Introduction
The ecosystem that ZelaaPayAE is on a journey to build is backed by an ERC20 token known
and publicly traded as “ZPAE”. The ultimate use-case for token is to be used as a way to
redeem cash-backs, rewards, discountsand be eligible for exclusive schemes such as
BNPL and more when a consumer becomes an integral part of our ecosystem and
transacts on the regular. This is a rewards mechanism to keep them hooked.

The Opportunity
As purchasing habits shifted almost overnight from offline to online andcash to noncash
following COVID-19, the payments industry subsequently suffered an impact far less severe
than initially anticipated, according to a new report by Boston Consulting Group (BCG).
According to report, the UAE shares many commonalities with other regional and
international geographies, including manageable revenue losses considering recent
turbulence and optimistic projections for the future. From 2015 to 2020, national payment
revenues increased by 17 per cent $8.4 billion, and they could reach $14 billion by 2030. The
UAE has the potential to record sustained growth over the next five years and beyond, with
a compound annual growth rate of 5.3 per cent from 2020 to 2030.

Capitalisation
At a substantial growth rate of 5.3% over the coming years, the payments landscape would
surpass $20B in the UAE alone. ZelaaPayAE through its instruments and virtual-asset
on-ramps aims to co-exist in this economic escalation of traditional finance. Eyeing even
5% of this market size would position ZelaaPayAE as a >$1B entity in the crypto-payments
space in United Arab Emirates.
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Profitability
ZelaaPayAE focuses on building a sustainable revenue generating business along with
impacting a transforming the fin-tech space in the region. We forever aim to stay
profitable post our EBITDA through our business models and multiple streams from our line
of products.

Streams :
The Company is involved in sourcing revenues through unique applied business models
that compliment growth and parallel to that, it also leaves room for greater economies of
scale and compounding scalability.
1. We lease our POS Terminals to Merchants with security deposits and
quarterly subscription fee.
2. We charge a negligible % on transaction fees on the POS from the
consumer real-time.
3. We charge a lower than industry standard % transaction fees from our
Debit Card consumptions.
4. We also work with brands to establish custom payment plans and offer
BNPL services to accrue an interest on credits given.

Conclusion:
The pace is set and we are positioned to perform in the region as a promising
crypto-powered fin-tech firm. ZelaaPayAE at it’s core will strive towards bringing
mainstream adaptability to United Arab Emirates towards usage of virtual-assets. We also
are in the process of testing and deploying virtual kiosks that will act as tellers for people to
easily buy/sell virtual assets using regular payment modes in a few clicks. This is the start
of a new era, an era of financial freedom and independence and we plan to be at the
forefront and on top of this wave in our region.
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